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We propose a Real-Spae Gutzwiller variational approah and apply it to a system of repulsively

interating ultraold fermions with spin

1

2
trapped in an optial lattie with a harmoni on�nement.

Using the Real-Spae Gutzwiller variational approah, we �nd that in system with balaned spin-

mixtures on a square lattie, antiferromagnetism either appears in a hekerboard pattern or forms

a ring and antiferromagneti order is stable in the regions where the partile density is lose to

one, whih is onsistent with the reent results obtained by the Real-Spae Dynamial Mean-�eld

Theory approah. We also investigate the imbalaned ase and �nd that antiferromagneti order is

suppressed there.

PACS numbers: 31.15.xt, 37.10.Jk, 71.10.Fd, 75.50.Ee

INTRODUCTION

Ultraold atomi gases have attrated muh attention

[1℄ sine the �rst realization of Bose-Einstein ondensa-

tion [2℄. In reent years, ultraold atoms in optial lat-

ties have stimulated a new wave of studying the many-

body problems. One an obtain optial latties by on-

�ning the ultraold atoms in periodi trapping potentials

reated with ounter-propagating laser beams [3℄. Owing

to the large degree of ontrol over the optial lattie pa-

rameters suh as the geometry and depth of the potential,

optial latties provide an ideal playground for studying

fundamental ondensed-matter physis problems. Many

remarkable phenomena, like the quantum phase transi-

tion from a super�uid to a Mott-insulator in a Bose-

Einstein ondensate with repulsive interation [4℄ and the

superexhange interations with ultraold atoms [5℄ have

been observed experimentally in optial latties. In ad-

dition, loading ultraold fermions as well as mixtures of

bosoni and fermioni quantum gases in optial latties

has also beome a topi of intensive study [6, 7, 8℄.

Although optial latties have been providing an ideal

stage for both theoretial and experimental studies

of fundamental problems in ondensed matter physis,

when ompared to true solid state system, defets arise.

For example, in optial latties, an additional harmoni

on�nement is always present due to the gaussian pro�le

of the laser beams [3℄. Although this harmoni on�ne-

ment is usually weak and varies slowly (typially around

10-200 Hz osillation frequenies) ompared to the on-

�nement of the atoms on eah lattie site (typially

around 10-40 kHz), it generally leads to an inhomoge-

neous environment for the trapped atoms. Therefore, in

order to make problems more relevant to ondensed mat-

ter systems, investigating how the harmoni on�nement

a�ets the behavior of atoms trapped in optial latties

is important. Motivated by this, we take the ultraold

fermions with spin

1

2
into onsideration and onentrate

on the magneti behavior of these partiles in suh a har-

moni on�nement.

For simpliity, in this paper we onsider the square lat-

tie with a single orbital per site as a model, whih an be

desribed by the famous Hubbard Hamiltonian. Hubbard

model has been studied by various methods suh as varia-

tional Monte-Carlo method [9℄ and dynamial mean-�led

theory [10℄. Here we apply the Gutzwiller approximation

[11℄, whih was introdued by Gutzwiller along with his

proposal of Gutzwiller wave funtion (GWF). It turns

out that Gutzwiller approximation is exat in the limit of

in�nite dimensions. Extensions to multi-band orrelated

systems using Gutzwiller approximation were arried out

by J. Bünemann et al. [12℄. Meanwhile, Gutzwiller ap-

proximation was proved to be equivalent to slave-boson

theories [13, 14, 15℄ on a mean-�eld level for both one-

band ase [16℄ and multi-band ase [17, 18℄. Gutzwiller

approximation is usually used in homogenous environ-

ment, here we extends it to inhomogeneous environment

and address the problem in real spae. The organization

of the paper is as follows: �rst, we introdue the Hub-

bard Hamiltonian as well as the Gutzwiller variational

approah (GVA). Then we show how the harmoni on-

�nement potential and the repulsive interation a�et the

magnetism of the system in the ase of balaned spin-

mixtures and then we present the results obtained in a

imbalaned ase. Finally, we make some disussions and

onlusions.

MODEL AND METHOD

We apply the Hubbard model for repulsively interat-

ing fermions in an optial lattie. The Hamiltonian is

desribed as

H = H 0 + H int

H 0 = �
X

hiji;�

tijc
y

i�cj�
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H int = U
X

i

ni"ni# +
X

i�

(Vi� �)ni� (1)

where ni� = c
y

i�ci� , and ci�(c
y

i� ) are fermioni annihi-

lation (reation) operators for an atom at the ith site

with spin �. tij desribes the hopping amplitude be-

tween nearest neighbor sites hiji. If iand j are nearest

neighbors, tij = t, otherwise, tij = 0. U > 0 is the

repulsive interation, �� is the hemial potential and

Vi =
1

2

2r2i = V0r

2
i is the external trapping potential,

in whih ri is the distane measured from the enter of

the system. As pointed out in referene [3℄, 
 is usually

muh smaller than the harateristi frequeny of the op-

tial lattie, providing a spatially slowly varying hemial

potential.

Many methods, suh as Hartree-Fok theory [19℄ and

Real-Spae Dynamial Mean-Field Theory (R-DMFT)

approah [20℄, have been used to study the ground state

of Hubbard model with a on�nement potential. Among

these methods, R-DMFT approah is the most aurate

and reliable one, beause it inludes all the loal quan-

tum �utuation. However, the solution of Anderson im-

purity model in eah iteration step makes it very time-

onsuming. Here we apply the Real-Spae Gutzwiller

variational approah (R-GVA) for this model. We will

show that the results obtained by R-GVA is onsistent

with those obtained by R-DMFT approah.

The GVA has been proved to be quite e�ient and

aurate [21, 22, 23℄ for the ground state studies of

many important phenomena in strongly orrelated sys-

tem, i.e. the Mott transition, ferromagnetism and

superondutivity[24, 25℄. It has also been demonstrated

[26℄ that GVA is as aurate as DMFT method for

the ground state properties, but muh omputationally

heaper, whih grants this approah muh validity.

We �rst give a desription of GVA for the ground state

of orrelated eletron model systems. There are 2 di�er-

ent spins and eah of them ould be either empty or o-

upied, thus totally we have 22 = 4 number of loal on-

�gurations j�ion a single site. Those possible on�gura-

tions should not be equally weighted, beause eletrons

tend to oupy on�gurations whih have relatively lower

energy. For this purpose, we ould onstrut projetors

whih an redue the spei�ed high energy on�gurations

j�ion site i

m̂ i� = ji;�ihi;�j (2)

whih fu�lls,

X

�

m̂ i� = 1 (3)

sine all the on�gurations j�i form a loally omplete

set of basis.

In Eq.(1), if the interations are absent, the ground

state is exatly given by the Hartree unorrelated wave

funtion (HWF) j	 0i, whih is a single determinant of

single partile wave funtions. However, after turning

on the interation terms, the HWF is no-longer a good

approximation, sine it ontains many energetially un-

favorable on�gurations. In order to desribe the ground

state better, the weights of those unfavorable on�gu-

rations should be suppressed. This is the main spirit

of Gutzwiller wave funtion (GWF). GWF j	 G i is on-

struted by ating a many-partile projetion operator

on the unorrelated HWF,

j	 G i= P̂ j	 0i

P̂ =
Q

i

P̂i =
Q

i

P

�
�i� m̂ i� (4)

The projetion operator P̂ is used to adjust the weight

of site on�gurations through parameters �i� (0 � �i� �

1). The GWF falls bak to unorrelated HWF if all

�i� = 1. On the other hand, if �i� = 0, the on�gu-

ration � of site iwill be totally removed. In this way,

both the itinerant behavior of unorrelated wave fun-

tions and loalized behavior of atomi on�gurations an

be desribed onsistently, and the GWF will give a more

reasonable physial piture of orrelated systems than

HWF does.

The evaluation of GWF is a di�ult task due to its

multi-on�guration nature. There are lots of e�orts in

the literature, and the most famous one is Gutzwiller

approximation [11℄. In this approximation, the inter-

site orrelation e�et has been negleted and the physis

meaning was disussed in [23℄ and [27℄. The exat evalu-

ation of the single-band GWF in one dimension [28℄ and

in the limit of in�nite dimensions [29℄ were arried out.

It turns out that Gutzwiller approximation is exat in

the latter ase.

The expetation value of Hamiltonian Eq.(1) is:

hH iG =
h	 G jH j	 G i

h	 G j	 G i
=
h	 0ĵPH P̂ j	 0i

h	 0ĵP
2j	 0i

(5)

We note that by hoosing �i� =

q
m i�

m 0

i�

, j	 G i is

normalized under GA. h	 G j	 G i =
Q

i

h	 0ĵP
2
ij	 0i =

Q

i

P

�

m i�

m 0

i�

h	 0ĵm i;�j	 0i =
Q

i

(
P

�
m i�) = 1. Here m i�

is the weight of on�guration �i, m i� = h	 G ĵm i�j	 G i

and m 0
i� = h	 0ĵm i�j	 0i. In the �rst equality we sepa-

rate the average of a projetion operator string into the

produt of single site averages.

The expetation value of kineti energy is

h	 G jH 0j	 G i

=

X

i;j;�

zi�zj�tijh	 0jc
y

i�cj�j	 0i (6)

where

zi� =
X

�i;�
0

i

p
m �i

m �0

i

D �
�0

i
�i

p
n0i� (1� n0i�)

(7)
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with D �
�0�

= j< �0jc
y

i�j� > j, 0 � zi� � 1.

while for the interation part of the Hamiltonian

h	 G jH intj	 G i

=

X

i

X

�

E �

m i�

m 0
i�

h	 0ĵm i�j	 0i

=

X

i

X

�

E �m i� (8)

Putting Eq.(6) and Eq.(8) together, we have the fol-

lowing equation for the limit of in�nite dimensions

hH iG

=

X

i6= j;�

ti;jzi;�zj;�hc
y

i�cj�i0 +
X

i;�

�i�n
0
i;� +

X

i;�

E i�m i�

= h0jH effj0i (9)

In an inhomogeneous systems, the spatial dependene of

zi� is preserved and the variation is in the 4N s parame-

ter spae, where N s is the number of sites. We adopt the

following algorithm to minimize hH iG . We begin with

solving H eff where the Z -fators are �xed, from whih

we ompute the expetation value of the Fermioni oper-

ators on the ground state. Then the minimization of the

Gutzwiller variational parameter m is done in the alter-

nating least squares (ALS) sheme, in whih we �x the

m � s on all but the urrent site and the problem redues

to quadrati optimization whih is solved as an eigen-

problem. Using Eq.(7), one ould ompute the Z -fator

on eah site, and then they are plugged into the non-

interating model H eff as parameters. The iteration is

�nished when the di�erene of Z -fators from two step

is less then the given preision, say 10� 6. In general,

there is no guarantee that the ALS method will onverge

to the global optimum and the onvergene of the itera-

tion. However, in pratie, this does not seem to our

as long as one varies the parameters in the Hamiltonian

adiabatially.

In the following part, we onsider this model on a (24�

24)square lattie at half �lling (one partile per site) and

set tas the unit of energy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Now we present the numerial results obtained with

the R-GVA. We fous on the spatial dependene of mag-

netization and partile distribution at di�erent parame-

ters. We �rst onsider the balaned situation in whih

the number of spin-" partiles is the same to that of the

spin-# ones. We begin with the disussion on the e�et of

the harmoni on�nement V . First we �x the repulsive

interation U = 5. The spatial distribution of magneti-

zation at di�erent strengths of V is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: (Color online) Real-Spae magnetization pro�les

for U = 5 on square lattie (24� 24) at half �lling, when (a)

V = 0:01, (b) V = 0:02, () V = 0:03, (d) V = 0:04. AF

region shrinks as the on�ning potential inreases.

We �nd that antiferromagneti(AF) order exists even

with the presene of the inhomogeneous harmoni on-

�nement. It is seen learly from Fig. 1 that how the

pattern of magnetization evolves as the harmoni on-

�nement V inreases. As the on�nement potential V

is enhaned, the antiferromagnetism hanges from a uni-

form hekerboard struture to a ring, where the �lling

is lose to 1.

To make the problem more expliit, we also get the

partile and spin density pro�les along x-diretion. In

Fig. 2 (a) and (b), we present the loal density hnii

and the absolute value of the staggered magnetism hm ii

as the funtion of the distane along y = 12, where

hnii= hni"i+ hni#iand hm ii=
1

2
(hni"i� hni#i). We �nd

that in the presene of the on�nement potential V , the
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Figure 2: (Color online) Partile density and the absolute

value of staggered magnetization as the funtion of the dis-

tane along y = 12 for U = 5 at di�erent on�ning potentials

at half �lling: (a) the density pro�le; (b) the staggered mag-

netization.

antiferromagneti phase is stable when the loal density

is lose to 1, whih is onsistent with the result obtained

in referene [20℄. The results obtained here on�rm the

role that the harmoni on�nement plays in a�eting the

antiferromagneti pattern among the fermions in optial

latties. As pointed out in [20℄, these results are impor-

tant for the ongoing attempt to realize antiferromagneti

state of fermions with repulsive interations in periodi

potentials.

Next, we onentrate on the e�et of the repulsive in-

teration U . Experimentally, U ould be tuned by the

Feshbah resonane tehnique. We �rst set the on�ning

potential V as 0.02. The spatial dependene of magneti-

zation and the loal partile distribution for at di�erent

strengths of U are presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. We

know that the ground state of ultra-old fermions loading

in an optial lattie without trap follows the spin density

wave (SDW) mean �led predition at weak oupling. Ap-

proahing the strong oupling limit, the large repulsive

interation drives the system to an AF insulator phase.

From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we an see that the on�ning

potential V plays a dominant role at weak oupling and

the SDW state is suppressed, while at strong oupling,

the repulsive interation U plays a dominant role and the

AF order is stable.

We now investigate the ase of imbalaned spin-

mixtures, i.e. when N " 6= N #. The spatial dependene of
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Figure 3: (Color online) Real-Spae magnetization pro�les for

V = 0:02 on square lattie (24� 24) at half �lling, when (a)

U = 2, (b) U = 3, () U = 5, (d) U = 9. The Af region

expands as U inreases.
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Figure 4: (Color online) Partile density pro�le along y = 12

for V = 0:02 at di�erent strengths of repulsive interation U

at half �lling. The partile density is more and more lose to

1 as U inreases.
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Figure 5: (Color online) Real-Spae magnetization pro�les for

V = 0:01 and U = 5 on square lattie (24� 24)for imbalaned
spin-mixtures at half �lling, when (a) N # = 288;N " = 288;

(b) N # = 286;N " = 290; () N # = 275;N " = 301; (d) N # =

270;N " = 306. The AF order dereases as the imbalane is

enhaned.

magnetism and the partile density of sublattie at dif-

ferent strengths of imbalane are presented in Fig. 5 and

Fig. 6. We �nd that as the imbalane is enhaned, the

AF order dereases. In balaned system, antiferromag-

netism ompetes with the on�ning potential V . Upon

imbalaned spin-mixtures, it follows that an equivalent

magneti �eld is added into the system, therefore the AF

order is destroyed.

EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURES

Spatial distribution of spin density in a harmoni trap

predited in this paper ould be deteted by Bragg sat-
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Figure 6: (Color online) Partile density pro�le as the fun-

tion of the distane along y = x for U = 5 and V = 0:01

for di�erent spin-mixtures at half �lling. The partile den-

sity in the enter of the system inreases as the imbalane is

enhaned.

tering [30℄, and by spatial mirowave transition and spin-

hanging ollisions tehniques, whih measure the inte-

grated density pro�les along hosen diretions [31℄.

CONCLUSION

In onlusion, we have developed the fast Real-Spae

Gutzwiller variational approah whih is suitable for the

fast determination of the grounds state phase diagram

of the inhomogeneous strongly orrelated systems. With

this method, we have studied both balaned and imbal-

aned ase of fermions with spin

1

2
trapped in an optial

lattie with a harmoni on�nement potential. We �nd

that the trap potential tends to destroy the AF order in

the enter as well as the edge of the trap, leaving a ring

of AF region with loal density lose to 1. The AF order

is suppressed for imbalaned system. These results are

meaningful for the ongoing attempt to realize AF in the

optial latties. We antiipate that this R-GVA sheme

ould also be applied to other systems, suh as a strongly

interating Bose-Fermi mixture in a harmoni trap.
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